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Just look at these

NUTS!
© Frank Ford, 3/10/98; Photos by FF, 3/10/98

Here's a bit of information about conventional string nut design for fretted instruments. (Banjo players 
should also look at the fifth string nut.)

The nut should hold the strings with even spacing between them and with the appropriate relationship to 
the edges of the fingerboard. What's appropriate will vary with the type of instrument and the requirements 
of the player. I find that most new instruments are pretty well set up in this regard.

Nuts are made from a variety of materials. Bone was the most commonly used material in the old days, 
with elephant ivory and mother-of-pearl reserved for finer instruments and ebony for lesser ones. Ebony 
wears rather quickly, and elephant ivory is out of the question these days for use on production 
instruments. 

Now it's considered more politically correct to use ancient "fossil" ivory for nuts on fine traditional 
instruments.

Today the vast majority of new instruments are built with nuts made of synthetic materials. There's a great 
variety of plastics used, some of which are extremely serviceable, others of which are just plain cheap, 
being too brittle or soft.

Corian and Micarta, both trade-name countertop materials, make fine nuts, although they wear faster than 
the old-time bone (it's cow bone.) Some of the modern graphite-impregnated plastics make fine nuts as 
well. 

The different nut materials, from ebony to bone to plastic to mother-of-pear to graphite to ivory and brass, 
all have an influence on tone. In my opinion, the nut material can only be "heard" in the tone of the open 
strings. Once a string is fretted it is no longer influenced by the nut. I'm not going to discuss the pros and 
cons of nut vis-à-vis tone, because that's a matter of subjective opinion. Suffice it to say that softer 
materials such as ebony tend to dampen, and hard materials (bone, pearl) tend to emphasize the highs.

I'm not all that concerned with the actual material of the nut. I'm more interested in the design and 
function. Cheap materials generally make a nut that works OK but tends to crack under the string pressure 
or tends to wear out quickly.

In short, give me old-fashioned cow bone. It polishes to a high luster, wears extraordinarily well, and 
doesn't cost much. For the purposes of this article, I'll presume to be discussing nuts made of bone. My 
observations will still apply to other materials; the appearance and wear characteristics will vary. Since I'm 
making nuts one at a time for repair, the cost of material is insignificant, so I'll choose bone most of the 
time. Well, OK, cost of ivory or pearl aren't exactly insignificant.

Lets look at a few:

First, a beautiful guitar nut:

http://www.frets.com/FRETSPages/Musician/Banjo/5thNut/5thnut.html


Nicely fitted, finished, rounded, with the strings sitting each in its fitted notch with good support, even 
spacing, correct height. It's polished and looks great.

Here are some views of an UGLY nut:

  
Wow! Looks bad. Strings are buried deep in notches many times to wide for them. No fine polish here, 
this thing looks pretty crude. HOWEVER, I don't see any problem with the function. It's holding the 
strings at exactly the right height, and a correct spacing. Each string bears cleanly at the bottom of its slot, 
draws smoothly when tuned and notes cleanly.

How about this one?

Looks good, doesn't it. The strings are held at the right height, spaced evenly. The nut is finely polished 
and is fitted perfectly to the neck.

So what's wrong with this picture? I gave you a clue with the "good" nut above. It's the bearing surface. It's 
barely 1/16" broad where the string sits. Notice how the string bears across the nut. It's pressing downward 
on a very narrow point. As the bass strings are tuned, they'll act like little files and grind very quickly into 
the nut. Soon, they'll be sitting lower in relation to the fingerboard. In short, a couple of months from now 
the action will be too low at the nut.

Some luthiers pride themselves on fancy nut treatments. This one was removed because its decorative 
carving made it rather fragile and it broke:
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You want a better bearing surface? Here, try this one:

This one is so wide, there's unnecessary drag on the strings as they are tuned. There's over 1/4" of contact 
surface. Accurate tuning becomes more difficult because of the increased friction across the nut. It's even 
more of a drag because this one is made of plastic. Won't wear out very fast, though! 

Lets have another shot of that ideal nut:

Notice the good bearing surface. Just about 3/16" of contact surface. This one will continue to look great 
and work well for a long while!

What could be better than a fine bone nut?
Well, a fine mother-of-pearl nut, that's what:

In the 1920s Gibson used mother-of-pearl on their highest model instruments. This mandolin nut not only 
looks swell, but the extra-hard pearl surface will last a lifetime! You don't often see mother-of-pearl nuts 
on production instruments because the material is both expensive and difficult to shape.
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In order to do its job correctly, the nut's string groove must slant toward the peghead, down away from the 
plane of the fingerboard:

By the way, look at that beautiful piece of unbleached bone on this 1925 Gibson A-4 mandolin! Reminds 
me why I like natural materials.

If the string doesn't "bear" on the leading edge (the edge facing the first fret) it is likely to sound bad. It 
might rattle or buzz in the string groove, it might just lose some overtones, especially the highs, it might 
sound fuzzy, and in the worst cases it might play terribly out of tune as well.

In order to provide the downward string pressure, the peghead slants backward at an angle. 

One electric guitar manufacturer found a way to conserve neck wood by avoiding the peghead angle:

So, they have to use a metal clip they call a "string tree" to hold the treble strings down at the nut so they 
don't rattle. Virtually no acoustic maker uses this device.

This next bit was rather tricky for me to photograph, so please bear with me, and if in doubt, rely on the 
text, such as it is. . .

So, how to diagnose this problem? If you've checked the nut action and determined that the nut is not too 
low, and your instrument buzzes only on the open string position, you may have a nut bearing problem. 
This is quite a bit more common than you might imagine.

It's usually easy to spot.

First, just lift the string out of its notch and look VERY closely at the bottom of the string notch. If the 
string bears cleanly through the notch, there probably is a shiny spot, some discoloration or other mark 
where the string sits. 



In the subsequent close-ups, the peghead is UP and fingerboard DOWN

If the string is bearing midpoint in the nut, it might look just about like this:

Look at this! The dirt and wear show exactly where the string sits in this banjo nut. And, yes, it sounds 
really "fuzzy" in the open position.

Sometimes you can test for the string bearing point without even taking the string out of the groove. Just 
shove the string from side to side and notice where it bends:



If you compare these two close-ups you should be able to see that the string bends right at the midpoint of 
the nut. Maybe I should have a streaming video. OK, maybe not, but it was much easier to see while I 
actually bent the string back and forth.

Now, I've filed the groove in the nut so that it slopes downhill toward the tuners, and I'll try the same test 
again:



Can you see that? I've pulled the string much farther over, and it still bears on the front (fret) edge of the 
nut. It now sounds clear and clean as well.

This little trick will usually work on strings of any gauge. I just used a banjo second string for clarity.

Bear in mind that I'm really exaggerating the string bending here. It's not necessary to bend the 
string very far at all, just enough to see where it pivots. If you yank really hard on the string, you may 
cause it to roll around in the bottom of a wide slot. This is not what we're looking for. A too-wide nut slot 
is not necessarily all that bad. The strings may still bear at the front edge, be supported along the entire 
slot, be at the right height and spaced evenly.

If your nut has deep grooves that are too wide, and the whole thing looks messy, don't fret. Er, I mean, 
don't worry about it. The biggest concern is performance. The nut's job is to hold the string at the right 
place and allow it to draw smoothly when tuned. That's about it. You can be ugly and still do your job!

Here's a quick little drawing illustrating some possible nut slot cross-sections:

"A" is more or less the ideal. About half of the diameter of the string sits below the top of the leading 
edge of the nut. 

"B" is a very deep slot that holds the string in a reasonable way, but may look a bit ugly from the top 
because the string sits so far below the surface. The walls of this slot may be parallel or they may diverge 
in a wide "V." Either way, if the bottom of the slot is the same as the bottom of "A" then the nut will work 
just fine.

"C" is a slot which is too wide, or has a flat bottom. Frequently, this kind of nut slot actually works OK 
because the string tends to be pulled to the side, and doesn't rattle around in the slot and has some bearing 
on the bottom of the slot. Many times, though, this wide slot allows too much sideways motion of the 



string, and will give a symptom of buzzing, rattling, or unclear open string notes.

"D" is the only style of nut slot that actually doesn't work in most cases. The string bears downward and 
is pinched, causing it to "ping" when tuned up. Because the string is held by the sides of the slot, it tends to 
wear a path downward and before long the string is sitting too low in the slot, buzzing like crazy on the 
"open" notes. In fact, this kind of nut can pinch the string so hard that skinny strings (octave "G" on a 12-
string, for example) will actually break before they can be tuned to pitch! 
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Checking

Nut Action
© Frank Ford, 3/10/98; Photos by FF, 3/10/98

On most instruments the nut is a piece of bone (or whatever) that thinks it's a fret. 

OK, I know that some instruments have a fret right up next to the nut. That's the one we call the "zero" fret. I'm going to 
ignore that style of nut because it is only found in a tiny minority of instruments. Maybe in a future article. . . 

The nut serves to define and maintain the spacing of the strings, and to hold them at the proper height. 

If the nut is too low, the string will bump into the first fret when it is played and it will "buzz," even if the 
rest of the instrument is properly set up and working well.

If the nut is too high, playing at the first fret will be seriously impaired. I frequently see guitar on which it 
is impossible to bar a first position "F" chord because the nut is way too high. This is extremely common 
because most new instruments only receive a cursory "set up" at the factory. We hope (sometimes in vain) 
that the more expensive instruments won't have this problem.

Is there an ideal height? In theory, yes. The ideal height would be just about the same as a fret's height in 
the same position as the nut. In practice, I've found that there are some musicians whose playing attack is 
so vigorous that they require the nut to be higher to avoid the open string buzz.

Can I check my own nut action?

Easy! Here's how. . .

With the guitar, banjo, mandolin or any other fretted instrument tuned to pitch:

First, grab the neck and mash down on the string just in front of the nut. 

Pretend your thumb is a capo, and just squeeze down. Don't give it the King Kong grip, though. The idea 
is to avoid having the string elevated artificially, as it is when first put on. A string that has never been 
fretted strongly at the first fret tends to stand just a little high. I'm only talking about the stiffer bass strings 
because they seem to have minds of their own.

This is just a preliminary exercise, and is only a minor precaution.

Here's the real stuff:

Press the string in question down between the second and third frets:



The string is at full tension and it strikes a straight line from the nut to the second fret. There's no need for 
a straightedge here, the string is straight!

Get down and look CLOSELY under the string above the first fret. It pays to be nearsighted. For the 
unfortunate non-myopic, magnifying reading glasses may be necessary.

If the nut is at its ideal height, you should see a very tiny space between the string and the first fret:

How much space? Well, it varies with need, but generally, I like to see just enough space to tell there is 
any at all. I'm talking the thickness of a hair! Notice the string in this picture, IT IS CLOSE. This guitar 
plays well for the average musician. 

Here's the first string:

Same thing, the string almost touches. 

If the string actually touches the first fret when tested this way, it is definitely too low. How much too low 
is impossible to tell because the string is being held up by the fret and is no longer straight.

If you're having difficulty seeing the tiny gap under the string, try this: With the string pressed down 
between the second and third frets, tap on the string very close to, but not right over, the first fret. 

If there IS a gap that's too small to see, you'll hear a little click as the string hits the frets. Cute trick, eh?

Bear in mind that nothing is absolute when it comes to instrument set up. It is, after all, a matter of 



adjusting instruments to the player's needs. Action at the nut is one of the more easily described and yet 
more overlooked aspects of set up.
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A 1940 Martin 000-28 gets 

A New Nut
© Frank Ford, 6/27/99; Photos by FF, 5/1/99

I'd like to show you my general process in actually making a replacement nut. Of course, I can't go into all 
the details of fitting a new nut because there are so many possible difficulties that can crop up, especially 
with older instruments. As a repairman, my goal is to be anonymous, so I rarely change the style from that 
of the original manufacture.

This old 000-28 has been refretted a few times, and the nut has been recut, shimmed, and recut again. I 
have nothing against shimming a nut, but if the shims are too thick, they don't help the appearance at all! 
So, this nut replacement job is a matter of improving appearance. The original nut is ivory, which I'm 
replacing with bone, which, besides being politically correct, is also harder and more durable.

I like to make a small cut just behind the nut so that the peghead veneer or finish won't be damaged when I 
remove the old nut:

With the finest X-acto saw blade, I cut through the veneer, using my left thumb to hole the blade firmly 
against the back side of the nut. This little cut is only .010" wide, and is unnoticeable after the nut is 
replaced.

Now, all I have to do is tap the nut sharply with a hammer and a small protective block of wood to 
dislodge it:

It doesn't matter how tightly it's glued in place because no glue sticks all that well to nut material, or the 
end grain of the fingerboard. The nut always pops right out neatly. 

I'll want to make my new nut the same size as the original, so I'll measure the thickness of the blank I'll 
need, making sure the flat front surface of the nut is held against the jaw of my caliper:



Actually, I really don't read the dial. I just lock the jaws and use the caliper as a "go-no-go" gauge and trial 
fit the nut blank as I adjust its thickness.

My favorite nut blank flattening and shaping device is an old marble cutting board to which I've clipped a 
sheet of 150 grit sandpaper:

By rubbing the bone nut blank on a new sheet of 150 grit, you'd be surprised how quickly I can flatten and 
shape it.

By the way, if I can't locate my caliper, I'll sometimes use an adjustable wrench:

As a quick gauge, it works almost as well as the real thing!

Once I have the nut blank flattened and reduced to the proper thickness, it's time to establish the bottom 
surface. On Martin guitars made before 1999 the bottom surface is in the same plane as the peghead. Most 
other guitars, including many recent Martin models, have the bottom surface on the same plane as the 
fingerboard. Lots of guitars have been altered slightly with replacement nuts and may have the bottom 
surface of the nut slot at an unusual angle.

I'll hold the nut at an approximate angle and rub it on my flat sandpaper plate:



I could spend some time and make a little fixture to establish this angle, but I find it quick and easy to do it 
freehand, simply comparing it against the original nut.

The key to comparing the angles is to hold the flat surfaces against a straightedge, and slide the new 
rectangular blank up against the bottom of the original nut:

This may seem tedious, but it rarely takes more than a minute or so. At this point the new blank should fit 
right in place, because the width is right, and the bottom is cut to the proper angle.
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Let me get back to my sandpaper plate again, and introduce you to my special marking pencil:

This is a very simple little tool I keep around for marking nut height. I give it a few strokes against the 
sandpaper plate to clean and sharpen it.

Notice the pencil isn't really sanded halfway through, except at the point:

The point is rather fragile, but being flat on one side, it gives me an incredibly sharp marking line right 
against any surface.

Here, I'm using the half pencil, holding it against the tops of the frets to mark the projected line of the fret 
tops against the nut blank as I hold it in place:

The idea is to establish a minimum height line. The lowest string position in a nut is logically the same 
height as a fret, so I think of the top of my pencil line as a preliminary bottom line for string notches in the 
nut. That way I have the thickness of the pencil line as a "safety margin."

Here's my nut blank with the perimeter marked all around:



I like to use my little 1"x42" stationery belt sander to rough out the blank:

I'll sand about halfway through the pencil lines around the ends, but I'll leave extra material above my 
height line:

If the sander isn't available, a coarse double cut file works well as a roughing tool:



I have the ends trimmed, and sanded with 280 grit to fit precisely, but I've left the profile very rough, 
angular and oversize:

With the nut lightly glued in place, I'll mark the string positions on the top front edge:

I'll copy the original string spacing using the old nut, unless there's a reason to make a change. 

Some players like the strings closer or farther from the edge, or the old nut may have had uneven spacing. 
In either case, I'll determine the location of the two outside strings, and then fill in the other four, spacing 
them evenly across the nut. Generally, you can't feel tiny differences in spacing when you play, but if you 
see that the spacing is uneven, you'll tend to focus on that, and then you will have some difficulty fretting. 
I try to space the strings so that there is an equal amount of distance between them, rather than space the 
centers of the strings at equal distances. This is a small point, and mostly a matter of cosmetics, in my 
opinion.

Click here to see a terrific little tool for laying out nut slot spacing!
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Once I have the pencil lines where I want them, I'll make a tiny little notch in the center of each one:

I'm using my sharpest file, and making just enough of a notch to balance the string in position so I can 
string the guitar and tune up.

With the guitar strung and tuned, I can now notch each string to the proper height, using an assortment of 
round edge nut files:

Look how I'm holding the file. I file the string slot at an angle that's halfway between the plane of the 
fingerboard and that of the peghead. That way, the string will rest in the entire length of the nut, and will 
bear right at the front edge as it exits toward the bridge. This is important stuff, because the string would 
buzz and play out of tune if it didn't bear on the front edge of the nut. I want the string to bear evenly 
through the length of the slot so that the nut won't wear out prematurely from friction as the string is tuned.

The shape of bottom of the slot is important, too. It should be rounded like the cross section of the string, 
and just wide enough so the string draws through it smoothly. If the slot were too tight, or V-shaped, the 
string would be pinched, tuning would be a nightmare, and the nut would wear out quickly.

Now, with all that in mind, I have a great opportunity to "dial in" the lateral positions of the strings as I file 
the nut notches to their optimum depth. Especially with the bass strings, I can rock the file to the side to 
allow the strings to settle in just the right positions. That's why my original notches were so tiny before I 
strung up the guitar.

OK, let's get back to work.

I keep the guitar tuned to pitch as I work, and I just lift each string out of its notch and let it slip aside so I 
can file its slot:



In order to get the height of each string slot just right, I need to check my progress often. I do that by 
mashing the string down between the second and third frets. Then I look closely under the string at the first 
fret to check its clearance: 

Tuned to pitch, the string strikes a straight line from the nut, over the first fret, right to the second. I keep 
on filing the slot lower until the string just barely clears the first fret.

Here's my nut all set up:

The sides, bottom, and ends are fitted, and the string height is just right. Now all that's left is to make it 
look nice.

Working by hand, I'll smooth out my file and sanding marks using successively finer grits of sandpaper:



I'm also cutting the top of the nut profile lower, so that the strings won't appear "buried" in their slots. 
Most luthiers agree that the best looking nut has a portion of the string protruding above the height of the 
nut material. By filing the slots to the correct depth first, I have no problem in achieving the ideal finished 
look.

In the photo above, I'm using Micro Mesh abrasive cloth to polish the nut to a high shine, but I could also 
use my buffing wheel:

I try not to use power buffing to smooth out heavy scratches, because the wheel will tend to round the 
upper corners of the slots. It does a great job as a final finishing step though.

Well, done at last:

I have a nice shine here, and the strings fit just the way I like 'em. The wound strings stick up about 1/3, 
and the two steel strings sit just below the surface. I try not to let the unwound strings ride too high above 
the surface because they can sometimes jump out of their little notches if a capo gets pulled off center a 
bit.

Here are a couple more shots of the finished product:
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An elegant solution to a common problem

Nut Spacing Rule
© Frank Ford, 8/25/99; Photos by FF, 8/25/99

I learned this one from Kevin Ryan, a fine guitar maker and tool designer. Like so many good tool ideas, 
this one is deceptively simple. I especially like it because it will work with any instrument and any number 
of strings. I've seen lots of other systems for laying out nut spacing, but nothing this versatile, simple and 
compact. Kevin didn't tell me exactly how he made his nut spacing fixture, but I didn't have any problem 
working out this method.

I took a 1/16" thick piece of ground tool steel and made a little cut on the edge with my jeweler's saw and a 
#2/0 blade - the same setup I use for inlay cutting. Then I set my caliper to 4.00 mm. Poking one blade of 
the caliper into the notch I just cut, I was able to use the other blade as a guide to make another cut spaced 
exactly 4.0 mm from the first one. Then I reset the caliper to 4.10mm, stuck the blade into the second cut, 
and made a third cut, just 4.10 mm from the second. I repeated these moves, increasing the spacing by 0.10 
mm for each successive cut:

 

This steel stock is sold as "ground steel stock" in 18 inch lengths by machine shop supply companies such as MSC (see my 
Sources page) It's very handy stuff to have around the shop for simple tool making. 

It took me about a half hour to make all the cuts I needed to go from 4.00 mm to 9.00 mm, or from much 
smaller spacing to much larger spacing than I'm ever likely to need. 

http://www.frets.com/FRETSPages/Luthier/Data/sources.html


My choice of a 0.10 mm increment was strictly arbitrary. I was hoping to "split the difference" between uniform and 
proportional nut spacing. Clearly, it would be easy to make up different scales, using different spacing, say, .003" or .005" 
or even more, especially for electric basses. A rule made with .001" spacing could be used for a uniform layout, since the 
distance between the bass strings would only increase by a negligible .005". 

When I make a new nut, I simply mark the outside two slots in the positions I want:

Then, to space the other strings, I simply lay my nut spacing rule against the front of the nut with the wider 
graduations toward the bass side, and slide it along until I find where the outside marks line up perfectly 
with two notches on the rule:

Then all I have to do is to mark the nut at the corresponding positions. 

Now I have the nut marked perfectly, with the string spacing increasing 0.10 mm at each increment from 
treble to bass, allowing just the right extra spacing between the bass strings to give a good proportional 
look. 

If I want the strings spaced equally, center to center, I can simply reverse the scale after I make my proportional marks, and 
add new marks with the reversed scale. The result is a series of marks which are equally spaced on centers, but vary in 
width. I just need to be careful to cut the notches in the centers of my pencil marks, whichever system I use. 

Now that I have my steel nut rule, I can reproduce the markings very easily on the edge of a scrap piece of 
plastic binding:



Clamping the two together and guiding my little saw through the cuts in the steel rule, I make similar cuts 
in the plastic. That way I make up short rules with the ranges proportional spacing that are suitable for 
various jobs. The flexible binding is easy to bend right to the contour of a radius fingerboard:

Now I have a bunch of disposable nut spacing rulers, and I can leave 'em lying around the shop for anyone 
to use!
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An everyday, but important job!

Setting Nut Action
© Frank Ford, 5/27/98; Photos by FF, 5/20/98

Here's a simple job. All you do to set the nut action is file the little slots in the nut until they're the right 
height. No big deal, right? 

So how do you tell when it's just right? Click here to go to the nut action article that shows how I 
determine the appropriate action.

I think the approach is the key to this operation

With the instrument tuned to pitch, I grab the string in question and lift it:

In a quick motion I slide my hand toward the peghead:

On wound strings you can hear a high pitched "z-z-z-zip" as I slide right up to the peghead and lift the 
string clear of the nut:



I gently place the string aside next to its neighbor:

This is a big deal. It saves about 90% of the time necessary to set the action because retuning is not 
necessary between each time I test the action. Yes, it jams my fingers a bit, but it really doesn't hurt. 

OK, I can't always lift the string out of the nut. On slotted peghead steel string guitars it's downright impossible to lift the 
first and sixth strings. I'll detune only as much as is necessary on the strings I can't lift by hand. 

Now, all I have to do is to take my nut file and deepen the slot as needed:

Please notice the angle at which I'm holding the file. I try to split the difference between the angle of the 
peghead and the fingerboard, so my slot will hold the string through its length. For some detail on the ideal 
nut setup, see the article on nut configuration.

If I want my new or reconfigured nut to look perfect, I'll set the action on all the strings, then remove the 
nut and reduce its height so that the string is a little more than half "buried" in the nut. After smoothing 



and polishing, it will look great, and work correctly.
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